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LAUDER SUMMER IMMERSION

An integral part of the Lauder curriculum,
students spend 5 weeks during their first
summer living abroad and learning about the
culture, history, language, customs, and
business practices in their target region.

LEARN MORE ABOUT THE LAUDER INSTITUTE’S SIGNATURE EXPERIENCES:
lauder.wharton.upenn.edu/immersion

LAUDER INTERCULTURAL
VENTURES (LIV)

Short summer immersion-based program 
focused on helping students build
understanding of the political and policy
context of business. Students learn about
policy development, diplomatic protocols,
and regulatory risk directly from government
stakeholders.

LAUDER LEADERSHIP
IMMERSION INTERNSHIPS*

The Lauder Institute sponsors internships that
promote leadership and intercultural
development in organizations throughout the
world. These internships allow students to
contribute to organizations or start-ups that
would not otherwise be able to afford interns.

CAPSTONE FIELDWORK*

Students with faculty advisor-approved
research proposals are eligible to undertake
fieldwork domestically or abroad to aid
completion of their capstone thesis.
Fieldwork typically takes place during Fall,
Thanksgiving or Winter breaks.

A 1-week immersion experience abroad, led by a
faculty expert. Each Lauder student will participate
in two LIVs during their degree. An LIV combines
academic and experiential learning activities
centered around a theme relevant to a particular
country’s history, culture, politics, or economy.

CULTURE QUEST*

An Amazing Race-style student-led immersion held
every Winter Break. Students vote each year on a
quest location and travel in teams to explore a
different region of the world, accumulating points
for local experiences and interactions.

*Indicates optional activity

POLITICS & POLICY IMMERSION*


